Private & Hybrid Cloud Services
Delivering Business Outcomes
Highly optimised, secure, robust and consistent
Cloud Services, delivered to your desired levels of
performance on a consumption model.
Guaranteed Performance that you approve
Hybrid, private or dedicated environments
File or Block (S3) Storage
VDI, IaaS, HPC & Compute Resource on Demand
Azure, Windows, Linux or Citrix environments
ISO 27001, GDPR, PCI DSS and FCA
Unmanaged, part managed, fully managed
Business Continuity, DR, AV & Security services
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Private or Hybrid Cloud Eco-System
VDI

SQL

Designed to deliver
consistent user
experience

Single or Clustered
for production or test
& dev environments

Applications

SaaS

App Servers, Full
MSFT suite, consume
on demand

Platform

Storage

Deliver applications,
load-balanced with
N+2, Grid H/A design

Skype

CPU, RAM, Storage,
GPU. Portal app
delivery, HPC

VMware, HyperV,
KVM & Xen, private,
dedicated or hybrid

Hybrid

Devices, PCs,
Hypervisors, Machines
fully encrypted

Compliance

Full Skype as a
Service, Voice, Video,
PSTN functionality

App sequencing and
distribution through
VDI environment

Hypervisor

Back-up & DR

Solid State or Block
Storage with S3
connector

Geo-Routing, BGP failover, load-balance
architecture

App Delivery

Infrastructure

Patched or
unmanaged MSFT or
Linux Platforms

“

DNS

Extend your
network to Cloud9
& consume

SoC

Devices, PCs,
Hypervisors, Machines
fully encrypted

DDOS scrubbing,
event log alerting,
threat containment

Built for Business - ICT as it should be

We had a huge amount of complexity and
needed to move to a more agile way of
working. The services have delivered
everything we needed, we’ve been very
pleased with the results as a company and the
solution they implemented and look forward
to future projects with them.
Andrew Bennett - CIO Kleinwort Benson
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We are led by your ever changing requirements.
Everything we do is built on our own Private or
Dedicated Cloud instance. Our hybrid approach
makes transitioning much easier and allow us to
jointly focus on delivering digital transformation
and ICT outcomes.
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